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Specifications

Item Weight
1.69 ounces
Batteries 
1 Lithium Metal batteries required
Connectivity Technology 
Wireless, Bluetooth 5.2
Form Factor 
In-Ear
Brand 
TOZO

Introduction

The TOZO NC2 fully wireless headphones are well-made. They have a battery life of over 10 hours and come with a
case that can contain three more charges. Because of its somewhat v-shaped sound profile, your music will have
more rumble and punch, while instruments and vocalists will seem more present and brilliant. They don’t have an
equaliser, thus you can’t change the sound. They have a dismal and inadequate active noise canceling (ANC)
function, especially when it comes to filtering out bass-range noise like rumbling motors, unlike the TOZO NC9 Truly
Wireless.

How To Pair

Auto Power On/Off



Auto power on

Open the cover of the charging box. the earbuds will power on automatically.

Auto power off 

Put the earbuds into the charging box, close the cover, and the earbuds will power off automatically.

Thanks for choosing our products

Toe earbuds provide you with the extraordinary experience of stable voice call and peaceful music sound in noisy
surroundings with a fashionable appearance and multiple functions, making them a great choice for you while
working, going out, and driving.

Truly Wireless Active Noise Cancellation Technology

With the technology of Earbuds, you can select compatible communication devices without using cables. Earbuds do
not require keeping the phone facing earphones directly, but the maximum distance between them should not exceed
10 meters (about 30 feet).

Using active noise cancellation technology, the microphones collect the noise, then the acoustic engineer calculates
and designs a series of software and hardware algorithms, the circuit generates a reverse sound wave that is
opposite to the noise and emits it through the horn. Finally, the noise and the reverse sound wave cancel each other.

Overview and Packing List

The package contains Linner NC2 earbuds, a charging box, 6 sizes of earbuds {the M size earbuds are pre-installed
on the earphones), a USB-C charging cable, and instructions.

Earbuds Function Diagram

Touch Control
Prompt



Please use the touching panel to control the earbuds. The sensing area is located in the earphone handle’s upper
part.

Wearing Earbuds

In order to obtain a better noise cancellation effect, the wearing angle can be adjusted appropriately after wearing, so
that the earbuds is slightly pushed into the ear canal.

Choose the Right Earbuds

Appropriate sizes of earbuds are essential to the noise cancellation experience, sound quality, and comfort. Please
try on different sizes of earbuds. Please note that you may need to use different sizes of earbuds for your left and
right ears.

PowerON/OFF

Auto power on
Open the cover of the charging box, the earbuds will power on automatically.

Auto power off 



Put the earbuds into the charging box, close the cover, and the earbuds will power off automatically.

Another method of Turning off 
Hold Lor For 5 seconds will turn off when not playing media.

Another method of Reset
Hold Lor R for 20 seconds will turn off or reset.

Earbuds Pairing

In order for convenient use, the pairing between left and right earbuds has been completed before leaving from the
factory. When the cover is opened, earbuds would turn on and pair with each other automatically, and enter
connection or pairing status.

Bluetooth Pairing

1. Open the charging box. keep the earbuds in the charging box. hold the charging box button 3s to force the
earbuds to enter pairing status. Please note that this operation will not clear the previous Bluetooth pairing
record.

2. After the pairing of the left and right earbuds, open the Bluetooth search on the mobile phone and connect the
device. Then the mobile phone displays the pairing name as “TOZO-NC2”.

3. When used again, double earbuds will pair with each other and return to the last pairing device automatically.
4. For single earbuds use, pick up one side and keep the other side closed in the charging box. After the earbuds

which are taken out failed to reconnect it will enter the reconnecting mode after 2 seconds, and pair coexistence
with another device. After connecting the phone, take out another earbud and enter binaural mode
automatically.

5. If stay in the pairing or reconnecting state for 5 minutes in Active Noise Cancellation or Transparency mode,
earbuds enter standby mode automatically. I staying in the pairing or reconnecting state for 5 minutes in normal
mode, the earphones turn off automatically.



NOTE
While the left and right earbuds are disconnected, put the earbuds in the charging box (open charging box}, hold the
charging box buttons for 15 seconds to pair the left and right earbuds.

Bluetooth Lost

1. Turn off the mobile phone’s Bluetooth, earbuds will enter the pairing mode and do not connect back ( of stay in
the pairing or reconnecting state for 5 minutes in Active Noise Cancellation or Transparency mode, earbuds
enter the standby mode automatically. I stay in the pairing or reconnecting state for 5 minutes in normal mode,
the earbuds turn off automatically.)

2. lf the connection range is exceeded, it will enter the back-connection mode, and can pair with other devices at
the same time. ( If stay in the pairing or reconnecting state for 5 minutes in Active Noise Cancellation or
Transparency mode, earbuds enter the standby mode automatically. I stay in the pairing or reconnecting state
for 5 minutes in normal mode, the earbuds turn off automatically.)

Light Sensor Function

Music pause and play

1.  Put one earbud back Into the charging box and close the charging box, Use the other earbud to listen to music,
music pause automatically when the earbud is outplayed automatically when re-wear.

2. Using double earbuds listening to music, music pause automatically when either earbud ls outplays
automatically when both earbuds re-wear.

3. Wearing one or double earbuds: stop listening to music, music will not play automatically when re-wear.

Active Noise Cancellation mode

1. Earbuds will enter the normal mode automatically when using single earbuds and automatically resume the
previous mode when using double earbuds;

2. When using double earbuds and putting one earbud back into the charging box, earbuds automatically resume
the previous mode when re-wear double earbuds.

Touch Operation ( Operation In wearing of double earbuds)



Double-tap the Lsenslng area (“L sensing area” abbreviated as “L”), then skip to the previous song.
Tap the R sensing area (uR sensing area” abbreviated as “R”) to play or pause music.
Double-tap the HR” to skip to the next song.
Long press the “L” to decrease the volume when playing.
Long press the HR” to increase the volume when playing.

Touch Operation ( Operation In wearing one earbud)

1. Double-tap the L sensing area (0L sensing area abbreviated as “L”), then skip to the previous song.
2. Tap the Lor R sensing area to play or pause music.
3. Double-tap the “R” to skip to the next song

Active Noise Cancellation Control 

Tap the “L” to switch between Transparency mode/ Active Noise Cancellation mode

The Active Noise Cancellation function is not available when using single earbuds.

CallingControl



Tap Lor R sensing area to answer the call or it will answer the call automatically.
Long press Lor R for 2 seconds in the sensing area to hang up the call.
Long press Lor R for 2 seconds for the sensing area to reject the call.

Voice Assistant

When using single or double earbuds, triple tap Lor R then leave hold after hearing “BEEP ” to wake up the
voice assistant.

Reset

Open the charging box and keep the earbuds inbox. Long press the button of the charging box for 10 seconds until
the charging box LED lights to flash 5 times at the same time, the earbuds will restart automatically after clearing the
pairing, then enter the pairing status with a mobile phone. Open the charging box and keep the earbuds inbox. Long
press the button of the charging box for 3 seconds until the first and fourth charging box LED lights to flash 3 times at
the same time, the earbud’s Bluetooth will disconnect, then enter the pairing status with a mobile phone. Open the
charging box and keep the earphones inbox. Long press the button of the charging box for 15 seconds, and the left
and right earphones are interconnected with each other, and enter into connection or pairing status.

Low Battery Alarm

When the battery power is low, it will be reminded once every 2 minutes until the battery power is run out and
turned off.

Earbuds Charging

Put earbuds into the charging box to charge automatically.

Box Wireless Charging

Designed for modern life, you could use either charging cables or a wireless charging pad for charging, and
enjoy the convenience of unplugged charging and instant charging.



DisplayofChargingBoxPower

Cilek/ double clip the button of the charging box: Indicators display the battery level of the charging box for3s;
Opening the charging box without earbuds In the charging box, Indicators displays the battery level of the charging
box for 3s.Opening the charging box with earbuds in the charging box, Indicators display the battery level of the
charging box for 5s.

Indicator Status

Warning Tone



Bluetooth Pairing

1. Open the charging box, keep the earbuds in the charging box and hold the charging box button 3s to force the
earbuds to enter into a pairing state. Please note that this operation will not clear the previous Bluetooth pairing
record.

2.  After the pairing of the left and right earbuds, open the Bluetooth search on mobile phone, and connect the
device. Then the mobile phone displays the pairing name as “TOZO-NC2”.

3.  When using again, double earbuds will pair with each other and return to the last pairing device automatically.

FCC ID: 2ASWH-NC2

NOTE
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of
the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a
residential installation. This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed
and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However,
there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful
interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is
encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.



Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help Changes or modifications not expressly
approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received,
including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Frequently Asked Questions

Do these support aptx/HD? 
I don’t think so. Acc & sbc is getting better that’s why a lot of new headphone does not need them nowadays. I
might say aptx is passé especially when a lot of people are using apple products. Even SBC is getting better.
How deep do these fit in the ear canal? I have the too nc9 but the push was too deep in my ear and hurt
after an hour. 
This is a bit difficult to answer in consideration of the different sizes of individuals’ ears. Though these are very
comfortable in my ear and don’t go too far into my ear canal. Again my ear and someone else’s ear may differ.
That’s all I can offer.
Do these have in-ear detection? 
In-ear detection works good for me, works if I pull either one out, or if I’m only using one, still works, and usually
resumes when you put it back in your ear. It does get confused if I pull the left one out(it pauses) and put it in the
case and leave the right one in.
Do these work with Google voice assistant? 
Yes. If you have a Samsung phone though, Bixby might try to launch instead of Google Assistant. I have a
Galaxy Note 20 Ultra, and I had to completely disable Bixby before it would let me choose Google Assistant as
my preferred voice assistant with these headphones. This is more of a criticism of Samsung though.
Can I turn off both anc/transparency mode? 
Yes, only when you start it. Default is none then anc or transparency only.
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